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pit hartling has been the best magicians and closestest
live physical magicians in the world for years. he has
sold out all over the world. he uses "card fictions" as
an escape from day to day life. when the magician
uses card fictions in his act, he becomes a unique
individual who does not have to explain anything he
does. the trick makes the audience feel as if they are
witnessing an illusion. he has become the world's
leading magician with card fictions.what can you
do?whether you are a magic lover, or just an ordinary
person, pit hartling will make you laugh and marvel at
his incredible card fictions. a college student who
attends my workshops had an idea of producing a
material effect that he had for a very long time, he did
not know how to reproduce and i find it very
interesting. arnaud chevrier this package is a
collection of a hundred memories, using decks that
were in my library, memorized or not. all the
memorized and many of the not memorized parts are
"converted" in order to make the deck "searchable" by
those who believe in them, and are interested in them,
and who are interested in memory effects. as for those
who don't believe in the power of memory: well, you
are wrong! with or without having read this book, you
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will still be able to develop your own memory effects
and improve your decks. but for those who are
interested in improving the effects that they know,
they will find it here. in other words, we make the
audience think that they are impossible. we use the
fact that they are. if we can pull it off, then we can do
absolutely anything. card fictions gives us a way to do
that and it's something that can be expanded upon, to
make real-life impossibilities on any level.
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